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Integrity and Improvisation in the Music of Handel* ELLEN T. HARRIS here are two issues in Handel studies that arouse active, heated, and, frequently, emot borrowing and performance practice. At first these top have little in common except for their ability to arous exaggerated commentary from otherwise sober membe fession. I believe, however, that these issues are related way that strikes at the heart of our perception of what position a "work of art " and, ultimately Festiv shown to have been formed out of more, or, rather, less, than divine dust, thus not meeting the standard of god-like crea cannot be considered pure, nor should it be treated like a relic
The growing list of Handel's borrowings (because of these u ken assumptions) has clearly affected opinion on the composer ure, and already in 1983, as a result of the American Handel So Conference that focused on this issue, Andrew Porter toyed w idea of Handel as "merely the Great Arranger."2 Thus, our ima Handel, his integrity as a composer and the integrity of his mu at the heart of discussions both about borrowings and perform practice.
The two issues may be seen to intersect in the following imaginary formulations. If Handel is an "artist" who created "works of art," then rhythmic and pitch variations in performance are a sacrilege akin to "graffiti." If, on the other hand, Handel is merely a "Great Arranger," not a composer in the sacred sense of the term, then ornamentation and improvisation do no harm. Lurking insidiously behind these formulations are the arguments that he who respects Handel as a composer will perform the music as it is written and, its obverse, which is even worse, that he who alters the notes or rhythms of Handel's scores 302 in performance lacks respect for the music. No one today makes such an argument overtly, although Larsen came dangerously close in his address; nevertheless, the emotional and moralistic level of much of the debate on borrowings and performance practice implies that more is at stake than what appears on the surface. The underlying questions would appear to be three: 1) what criteria do we use to judge the integrity of a composer and his compositions; 2) do compositions that demand performing improvisations lack this integrity; and 3) is the musical "work of art" the score or the performance?
Handel's integrity was questioned very early on the borrowing issue, as has been documented recently by George Buelow in "The Case for Handel's Borrowings: The Judgment of Three Centuries."3 For example, in 1887 Arthur James Balfour wrote in the Edinburgh Review: We are given to understand that his unacknowledged robberies from contemporaries and predecessors were of a kind and magnitude which must seriously affect our estimates of him, both as an honest man and an original genius. The Handelian community then reversed the next two stages, passing first through the stage of bargaining. Here scholars were willing to accept the fact of borrowing, but only with the understanding that it was clearly limited in scope and explainable. Thus Handel's borrowing was closely linked to his serious illness of 1737 as a sad but true fact of his career that was bounded chronologically and primarily restricted in musical terms to the incipits that were now necessary to fuel Handel's impaired improvisatory talents. As Dent wrote in 1934:
It is quite conceivable that his paralytic stroke affected his brain in such a way that he may sometimes have had a difficulty in starting a composition.5
In the 1950s Gerald Abraham and Winton Dean followed and elaborated on this argument. Is it not time that Handelians who are caught up by this intrigu but as yet disappointingly barren topic [of borrowing] refined t terminology for dealing with it? There seems, prima facie, a str likelihood that the phenomenon ranges from flagrant plagiarism through various degrees and types of recomposition, through c tions and allusions and half-conscious recollections, to sheer coin dence. Further, it seems proper to recall that Handel was one of 304 supreme improvisators in a great age of improvisation; and entailed, I take it, not simply the obvious thing-an efferves fantasy-but, more relevant to the present context, a sovereign m tery in working the traditional figurae of music rhetoric, a flair bridging gaps and perceiving connections, and, not least, a prod gious musical memory. If all this is even half true, what are w make of the data accumulating from the labours of the aficion of 'borrowings'? An extraordinary and surely quite implausible p ture threatens to emerge, of a composer engaged in the most a mental contortions, dipping into scores of Vivaldi, Scarlatti, Ga parini, et al. as a hard-pressed undergraduate might into The N Grove, and browsing, extracting, dovetailing, covering his track produce thematic motifs, textures and figurations that, in most cas any half-competent composer of the period would have had at fingertips anyway. I am not confident that much light will be shed this enigmatic matter as long as we continue to talk flatly of 'borro ing', a term that contrives to be at once shockingly unimaginat and fantastically injudicious.8 HANDEL Recently John Roberts has rejected this angr stance as well as the denials and excuses offered in thereby ushering in what had previously only been four and Porter-the fourth stage, or depression. H "of the more personal explanations offered in th satisfactory"s and that "no other leading composer known to have borrowed on anything like t Handel."1o He states that "such unadorned copying is usually associated by the [contemporary] theorists nical skill and lack of talent,"ll and he concludes, "I would like to suggest another explanation for Handel's borrowing, one that has never been seriously proposed, though often hastily discounted: that he had a basic lack of facility in inventing original ideas."12 At this stage, then, Handel's borrowings seem not only to illustrate his lack of integrity as an artist, but also to prove his lack of genius. Thus, each new discovery of a Handel borrowing from another composer is dreaded beforehand and depressing afterwards. One must wonder when and where it will end.
Before allowing ourselves to wallow too deeply in this stage, however, I would like to suggest that we pass on to the fifth and final stage 3 "In the past two hundred years considerable attention has been to Shakespeare's indebtedness for elements of his plots and terization to earlier English and foreign authors,"'3 thus using cisely the term, "indebtedness," that has bedeviled Handel s since the time of Sedley Taylor. Indeed, Shakespearian scholars equivalent of Sedley Taylor was an eighteenth-century female n who was the first to publish a number of Shakespeare's source who argued that "Shakespeare spoiled many of his stories by c cating the intrigue and introducing absurdities."'4 Mrs. Ch Lennox's work, Shakespeare Illustrated, was published in Lon 1753. In the nineteenth century Shakespeare's sources were trea a less inflammatory way, in particular in Collier's two-vo Shakespeare's Library (1843) and Hazlitt's expansion of this in 1 Bullough's twentieth-century compendium is now the locus cla for Shakespeare's sources.
As Handel lived more than a century after Shakespeare,
Handelians at least a century behind the Shakespearians. Not on Sedley Taylor's work thus parallel to Mrs. Lennox's, butJohn R nine-volume edition of Handel Sources 5 thus compares wit 306 nineteenth-century efforts of Collier and Hazlitt. One can that it will take the good part of a century before Handelians able to produce a complete compendium of sources similar t lough's. Looking into the future, therefore, we might be able to from Bullough's approach to the issue of borrowing in Shakesp Let us take the familiar play of Romeo and Juliet as an exa Shakespeare's drama of about 1591 was based closely on a lon glish poem of 1562 by Arthur Brooke entitled The Tragicall Hist Romeus and Juliet. Bullough summarizes the parallels:
A patient reading of Brooke will show how much he had to offer: t background of upper-class life, of church customs, of feud and rio and much detail as the story progresses: the advice of Romeo friends, Mercutio at the dance, Juliet going to church with her nur and maid, Friar Lawrence, Tybalt, the Nurse (who helps to bring them together, recovers Juliet from her swoon, and threatens to k herself should the girl die), the mother's depiction of Paris, the fa ther's anger at Juliet's refusal to marry him, their joy when she agrees, the Nurse's volte-face, Juliet's subterfuge to sleep alone, an so on to the end. In Brooke Shakespeare found his subject well lai out and ready for quick dramatization. is important because it encourages us to take a critical look at the meaning of such terms as "plagiarism," "quotation," "modelling," Of all the terms that might be used to describe the use of existent material, the only one that is thoroughly pejorative is giarism." The others represent in musical terms techniques tha not simply acceptable but frequently commended. In "quota familiar theme or tune is used rhetorically by the compos examples exist from throughout the history of music. In "mod the structure is borrowed in addition to thematic material, as is miliar from compositional techniques involving pre-existent m typical of the Renaissance mass, the chorale prelude, and even specific pieces as Bach's E-major fugue from Book II of the Tempered Clavier which is based structurally and thematica J. K. F. Fischer's E-major fugue from Ariadne Musica (1702) rowing" as a term is more vague, but it generally refers in musi use of a pre-existent theme as the basis for a new composition, Bach's fugue on a theme by Albinoni, or Brahms's variation theme by Handel. "Parody" is usually reserved for the use of an 308 composition-rhythms and chord progressions as well as the structure-a recognized procedure in the sixteenth-century mas typical also of the Busoni-Bach compositions, and Stravinsky's dies of Pergolesi and Tchaikovsky in Pulcinella and The Fairy's "Plagiarism," however, implies theft, or the unauthorized and knowledged use of another's creative work with the intent to d and it is a term that has been applied to Handel at least since t nineteenth century, thus giving rise to the grief reaction. shape elemental material into an object that could not have been imagined from the original condition of the material itself. And this is true whether the material is clay, molten steel, or found objects. The question of intent is, of course, problematic, and inquiries into the intent of an artist are highly suspect especially in discussions of the meaning or purpose of individual works. But we cannot rob artists of intent, which is critical to their integrity as artists. Most recently this has been discussed in depth by Richard Wollheim in his 1987 book Painting as an Art, which he begins in this challenging and 310 delightful way:
The title that I have chosen for these lectures, 'Painting as an Art,' draws its sense from the other contrasting ways in which people can, and do, paint. Let us take stock of them. So, there are housepainters: there are Sunday painters: there are world-politicians who paint for distraction, and distraught business-men who paint to relax. There are forgers-an interesting group. There are chimpanzees who have brush and colour put invitingly within their reach; there are psychotic patients who enter art therapy, and madmen who set down their visions: there are little children of three, four, five, six, in art class, who produce work of explosive beauty: and then there are the innumerable painters of street-scenes, painters of Mediterranean ports, still-life painters, painters of mammoth foyers of international hotels and the offices of exorbitant lawyers, and who once, probably, were artists, but who now paint exclusively for money and the pleasure of others. None of them are artists, though they fall short of being so to varying degrees, but they are all painters. And then there are the painters who are artists. Where does the difference lie, and why? What does one lot do which the other lot doesn't? When is painting an art, and why?21
Wollheim discusses this issue over more than 350 pages, and I cannot do justice here to his arguments. In essence, however, he rejects any HANDEL externalist theory that would determine when a pai art on the basis of reputation or on the basis of co opposes the idea that artistry can be conferred u music this can be explained simply by recognizing positions were no less works of art when they were such than they are now. Similarly the use or rejecti niques, forms or harmonies does not determine wh tion is a work of art. Wollheim argues that the stat must derive not from the painting as an object but f painting itself. Simplistically put, it is the intention painting that determines whether his work is art. volves two important components. The first is wh "thematization" or the "acquisition of content or m ond is an individual style, "a condition that must be who is also an artist."22 Artistic intention thus arises f to organize an inherently inert material" by mean style "so that it will become serviceable for the carr This is a lead Handelians must follow. As terrify seem, we need to reach for Handel's intentions and ing. Asking ourselves over and over whether Hand or less than contemporary composers and whether diences were aware of the borrowing and ultimate maintained his morality as a composer will brin understanding of whether Handel was a great ar should rather be whether the borrowings are impor of Handel's compositions-whether they add to or a ficial to the content. with "For he that is mighty hath magnified me, and holy is his 29 Program Booklet, 1987 Maryland Handel Festival, pp. 25-26. 30 Ballantine, "Charles Ives," pp. 183-84. 31 Ibid, p. 184. HANDEL I have said, following Wollheim, that true artistr determined by the process of composing; it is not external attributes of the composition, nor by its r mance. The performance of a musical or dramatic w the manner of exhibiting an artistic work, will affe of a work of art, but it will not affect its integrity tice can be determined historically, and it is po boundaries within which a performance or exhibit the conditions of the original. We know that H performed with improvised keyboard continuo, an instrumental ornamentation. We also know that at least some of this was not always in good taste. That does not mean we should eliminate all improvisation and ornamentation, nor does it mean that we must ornament badly to be authentic, although in an absolute sense the latter would be correct. In all humanly performed live music there is an element of improvisation, at least in terms of tempo and dynamic, if not in terms of melody and harmony. This does not discredit the composer or the composition, neither of which is divine and has no need to be protected from sacrilege. When the artist finishes his work, the only thing completed is the process, not the product. The work of 31 art continues to live and grow in the hands of performers, scholars, and listeners, but the integrity is locked in with the completion of the process. The only thing that stands in danger of losing integrity from a performance is the performer himself.
In sum, by focusing on issues external to the composing process, the Handelian community has lost sight of what matters to the composition. We need to study compositional process in order to begin to understand Handel's compositional intent, while recognizing that the assessment of intention is a slippery business at best; we need to ask whether Handel's borrowings add a semantic meaning to his compositions and are part of his aesthetic purpose rather than simply a crutch; and we need to see performance practice as a means of communicating the content and meaning of a composition, not as a symbol of its relative integrity, which is unaffected by performance. It is not the use of or need for ornamentation, but the score, serving as a guide to performance, that represents the integrity of a composition. But the integrity itself belongs to the composer, not the score. Ornamentation, even bad ornamentation, is not graffiti, and I am willing to take bets that Handel was more than a Great Compiler.
